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A unique 360?degree view of an incomparable 20th-century American artist One of the most emulated and significant
figures in modern art, Andy Warhol (1928-1987) rose to fame in the 1960s with his iconic Pop pieces. Warhol expanded
the boundaries by which art is defined and created groundbreaking work in a diverse array of media that includes
paintings, sculptures, prints, photographs, films, and installations. This ambitious book is the first to examine Warhol's
work in its entirety. It builds on a wealth of new research and materials that have come to light in recent decades and
offers a rare and much-needed comprehensive look at the full scope of Warhol's production--from his commercial
illustrations of the 1950s through his monumental paintings of the 1980s. Donna De Salvo explores how Warhol's work
engages with notions of public and private, the redefinition of media, and the role of abstraction, while a series of incisive
and eye-opening essays by eminent scholars and contemporary artists touch on a broad range of topics, such as
Warhol's response to the AIDS epidemic, his international influence, and how his work relates to constructs of self-image
seen in social media today.
A critical primer on the work of Andy Warhol. Andy Warhol (1928-1987), one of the most celebrated artists of the last third
of the twentieth century, owes his unique place in the history of visual culture not to the mastery of a single medium but to
the exercise of multiple media and roles. A legendary art world figure, he worked as an artist, filmmaker, photographer,
collector, author, and designer. Beginning in the 1950s as a commercial artist, he went on to produce work for exhibition
in galleries and museums. The range of his efforts soon expanded to the making of films, photography, video, and books.
Warhol first came to public notice in the 1960s through works that drew on advertising, brand names, and newspaper
stories and headlines. Many of his best-known images, both single and in series, were produced within the context of pop
art. Warhol was a major figure in the bridging of the gap between high and low art, and his mode of production in the
famous studio known as "The Factory" involved the recognition of art making as one form of enterprise among others.
The radical nature of that enterprise has ensured the iconic status of his art and person. Andy Warhol contains illustrated
essays by Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, Thomas Crow, Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Annette Michelson, and Nan Rosenthal,
plus a previously unpublished interview with Warhol by Buchloh. The essays address Warhol's relation to and effect on
mass culture and the recurrence of disaster and death in his art.
The ultimate sartorial and etiquette guide, from the ultimate life and style guru. By turns witty, sardonic, and always
insightful, Glenn O’Brien’s advice column has been a must-read for several generations of men (and their spouses and
girlfriends). Having cut his teeth as a contributor at Andy Warhol’s Interview in its heyday, O’Brien sharpened them as
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the creative director of advertising at the hip department store Barneys New York for ten years before starting his advice
column at Details magazine in 1996. Eventually his column, "The Style Guy," migrated to its permanent home at GQ
magazine, where O’Brien dispenses well-honed knowledge on matters ranging from how to throw a cocktail party (a
diverse guest list is a must), putting together a wardrobe for a trip to Bermuda (pack more clothes for less dressing), or
when it is appropriate to wear flip-flops in public (never). How To Be a Man is the culmination of O’Brien’s thirty years of
accumulated style and etiquette wisdom, distilled through his gimlet eye and droll prose. With over forty chapters on style
and fashion (and the difference), on dandies and dudes, grooming and decorating, on how to dress age-appropriately
and how to age gracefully, this guide is the new essential read for men of all ages.
First published in 1986 to wide critical acclaim, The Sexual Perspective broke new ground by bringing together and
discussing the painting, sculpture and photography of artists who were gay/lesbian/queer/bisexual. The lavishly illustrated
new edition discusses the greater lesbian visibility within the visual arts and artist's responses to the AIDS epidemic.
Emmanuel Cooper places the art in its artistic, social and legal contexts, making it a vital contribution to current debates
about art, gender, identity and sexuality.
Featuring nearly three thousand film stills, production shots, and other illustrations, an authoritative history of the cinema
traces the development of the medium, its filmmakers and stars, and the evolution of national cinemas around the world
An intimate depiction of the visionary who revolutionized the art world A man who created portraits of the rich and
powerful, Andy Warhol was one of the most incendiary figures in American culture, a celebrity whose star shone as
brightly as those of the Marilyns and Jackies whose likenesses brought him renown. Images of his silvery wig and
glasses are as famous as his renderings of soup cans and Brillo boxes—controversial works that elevated commerce to
high art. Warhol was an enigma: a partygoer who lived with his mother, an inarticulate man who was a great aphorist, an
artist whose body of work sizzles with sexuality but who considered his own body to be a source of shame. In critic and
poet Wayne Koestenbaum’s dazzling look at Warhol’s life, the author inspects the roots of Warhol’s aesthetic vision,
including the pain that informs his greatness, and reveals the hidden sublimity of Warhol’s provocative films. By looking
at many facets of the artist’s oeuvre—films, paintings, books, “Happenings”—Koestenbaum delivers a thought-provoking
picture of pop art’s greatest icon.
Touching on the fields of philosophy, critical theory, cultural studies, and queer theory, Pervert-Schizoid-Woman critiques
the organization of Western economy, language, and desire. Author Michael Williams seeks to promote alternative
frameworks for a posthumanist theory and practice of perverse selfhood and sociality. In this study, he identifies the
capitalist economic system as structured by scarcity and supply/demand dynamics, discerning the paradoxical
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accumulation of debt as the essence of the assumed scarcity in the financial system. He also uncovers the profound
isomorphism between the economics of scarcity and the castration and lack at the center of the psychoanalytic
interpretation of gender, sexuality, and desire, concluding that the essential negativity in the scarcity of capitalism, the
absence in the structure of language, and the castration in the network of desire are the sources of the dysfunctions in
Western systems of finance, expression, and gender and sexuality.
I Shot Andy Warhol is the script of the art-house film telling the story of Valerie Solanas, the radical feminist and author of
the SCUM (Society for Cutting Up Men) Manifesto, who made headlines in 1968 when she attempted to kill Andy Warhol.
Chronicles a year in the life of New York City, gazing at the metropolis through the lens of the Yankees, exploring issues of race and crime
and profiling Billy Martin, Reggie Jackson, Ed Koch, and Mario Cuomo, among others. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
Before his mysterious murder in 1975, Pier Paolo Pasolini had become famous—and infamous—not only for his groundbreaking films and
literary works but also for his homosexuality and criticism of capitalism, colonialism, and Western materialism. In Pier Paolo Pasolini:
Performing Authorship, Gian Maria Annovi revisits Pasolini's oeuvre to examine the author's performance as a way of assuming an
antagonistic stance toward forms of artistic, social, and cultural oppression. Annovi connects Pasolini's notion of authorship to contemporary
radical artistic practices and today's multimedia authorship. Annovi considers the entire range of Pasolini's work, including his poetry,
narrative and documentary film, dramatic writings, and painting, as well as his often scandalous essays on politics, art, literature, and theory.
He interprets Pasolini's multimedia authorial performance as a masochistic act to elicit rejection, generate hostility, and highlight the
contradictions that structure a repressive society. Annovi shows how questions of authorial self-representation and self-projection relate to the
artist's effort to undermine the assumptions of his audience and criticize the conformist practices that the culture industry and mass society
impose on the author. Pasolini reveals the critical potential of his spectacular celebrity by using the author's corporeal or vocal presence to
address issues of sexuality and identity, and through his strategic self-fashioning in films, paintings, and photographic portraits he destabilizes
the audience's assumptions about the author.
Originally published in 1998, The "Man" Question in International Relations looks the prevalence of man in the world of international relations.
The book argues that, focusing on women as a way of changing the gender of international relations can position women as "the problem."
The authors of this book suggest that the problem is not "woman" but "man." Rather than highlighting the absences and presence of women
in the theories and practices of international relations, the authors concentrate on questioning the practices of masculinities, the hegemony of
men, and the subject of "man." In this way, they hope to destabilize the field in ways that "adding women and stirring" has not.
In this two-volume work, hundreds of alphabetically arranged entries survey contemporary lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendered, and queer
American literature and its social contexts. • Hundreds of alphabetically arranged entries discuss authors, literary works, movements, genres,
and social issues • An alphabetical list of entries offers a quick survey of the encyclopedia's contents • A guide to related topics quickly and
conveniently directs readers to entries likely to interest them • Bibliographies for specific entries help students find sources of additional
information on specialized topics • A selected, general bibliography directs students to the most helpful print and electronic resources on
contemporary LGBTQ American literature
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New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the
trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.
Travel back with one of the first gay icons in popular music, and a top pop culture biographer, as they describe the emergence of gay culture
in the United States of the late 1970s.
Edited by Yossi Milo. Interview by Nobuyoshi Araki. Text by Vince Aletti.
The author identifies a number of male figures with 'cool masculinity', including Edward Said, Henry Louis Gates Jr, Quentin Tarantino, Spike
Lee and Brian de Palma.
Three years after entering the pop music scene, Lady Gaga became the most well-known pop star in the world. These thirteen critical essays
explore Lady Gaga’s body of work through the interdisciplinary filter of performance identity and cover topics such as gender and sexuality,
body commodification, visual body rhetoric, drag performance, homosexuality and heteronormativity, Surrealism and the theatre of cruelty,
the carnivalesque, monstrosity, imitation and parody, human rights, and racial politics. Of particular interest is the way that Lady Gaga’s
œuvre, however popular, strange, raw or controversial, enters into the larger sociopolitical discourse, challenging the status quo and altering
our perceptions of reality.
Whether defined by the carnivalesque excesses of Troma studios (The Toxic Avenger), the arthouse erotica of Radley Metzger and Doris
Wishman, or the narrative experimentations of Abel Ferrara, Melvin Van Peebles, Jack Smith, or Harmony Korine, underground cinema has
achieved an important position within American film culture. Often defined as "cult" and "exploitation" or "alternative" and "independent," the
American underground retains separate strategies of production and exhibition from the cinematic mainstream, while its sexual and cinematic
representations differ from the traditionally conservative structures of the Hollywood system. Underground U.S.A. offers a fascinating
overview of this area of maverick moviemaking by considering the links between the experimental and exploitative traditions of the American
underground.
Andy Warhol remains one of the world's most influential artists, and his reputation has only grown since his death in 1987. He first picked up
a film camera in 1963. Within the space of five years, he made around 650 films. These are now recognised as a hugely significant part of
Warhol's oeuvre, vital for understanding his output as a whole. Warhol in Ten Takes provides a comprehensive introduction to Warhol's filmmaking alongside ten essays on individual films (from canonical classics such as The Chelsea Girls, to sorely neglected titles such as
Bufferin) from leading scholars of cinema, art and culture. Drawing on research from the Warhol archives, newly-unearthed images, and
original interviews with denizens of the Factory, this book explores the richness and variety of Warhol's films and interrogates accepted
perspectives on them – while acknowledging the challenge of ever fully coming to terms with the life and career of this extraordinary artist.
From Greek drama through vaudeville and modern cinema, nothing in the theatrical experience has ever guaranteed a laugh like a man in a
dress. This spectacular pictorial history examines the grand tradition of male cross-dressing in the movies through more than 700 photos,
more than half of which are previously unpublished. The screen's greatest stars, from comedians like Buster Keaton and Peter Sellers to
"serious" actors like Marlon Brando and Max von Sydow, are pictured in everything from bustiers to ball gowns. Just as in real life, the
cinematic motives for cross-dressing are complex, ranging from plot device (I Was a Male War Bride) and social commentary (Tootsie) to the
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simple sight gags of Laurel and Hardy. The book explores these and myriad other reasons actors are coaxed out of dress suits and into
dresses. By turns provocative, serious, and silly, Ladies or Gentlemen is a delightful study of a seldom-explored facet of cinema history.
Andy WarholLadies & Gentlemen, Sex Parts and Torsos : PolaroidsWalther Konig
The sixties were the "sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll" era, and Andy Warhol was its cultural icon. Painter, filmmaker, photographer, philosopher,
Warhol was both celebrity and celebrant, the man who put the "pop" in art. His studio, The Factory, where his free-spirited cast of
"superstars" mingled with the rich and famous, was ground zero for the explosions that rocked American cultural life. And yet for all his fame,
Warhol was an enigma: a participant in the excesses of his time who remained a faithful churchgoer, a nearly inarticulate man who was also
a great aphorist ("In the future everybody will be world famous for fifteen minutes"), an artist whose body of work sizzles with sexuality but
whose own body was a source of shame and self-hatred. In his bravura account of Warhol's life and work, scholar and culture critic Wayne
Koestenbaum gets past the contradictions and reveals the man beneath the blond wig and dark glasses. Nimbly weaving brilliant and witty
analysis into an absorbing narrative, Koestenbaum makes a convincing case for Warhol as a serious artist, one whose importance goes
beyond the sixties. Focusing on Warhol's provocative, powerful films (many of which have been out of circulation since their initial release),
Koestenbaum shows that Warhol's oeuvre, in its variety of form (films, silkscreens, books, "happenings"), maintains a striking consistency of
theme: Warhol discovered in classic American images (Brillo boxes, Campbell soup cans, Marilyn's face) a secret history, the erotic of time
and space.
Was Andy Warhol a hoarder? Did Einstein have autism? Was Frank Lloyd Wright a narcissist? In this surprising, inventive, and meticulously
researched look at the evolution of mental health, acclaimed health and science journalist Claudia Kalb gives readers a glimpse into the lives
of high-profile historic figures through the lens of modern psychology, weaving groundbreaking research into biographical narratives that are
deeply embedded in our culture. From Marilyn Monroe's borderline personality disorder to Charles Darwin's anxiety, Kalb provides compelling
insight into a broad range of maladies, using historical records and interviews with leading mental health experts, biographers, sociologists,
and other specialists. Packed with intriguing revelations, this smart narrative brings a new perspective to one of the hottest new topics in
today's cultural conversation.
A loosely formed autobiography by Andy Warhol, told with his trademark blend of irony and detachment In The Philosophy of Andy
Warhol—which, with the subtitle "(From A to B and Back Again)," is less a memoir than a collection of riffs and reflections—he talks about love,
sex, food, beauty, fame, work, money, and success; about New York, America, and his childhood in McKeesport, Pennsylvania; about his
good times and bad in New York, the explosion of his career in the sixties, and his life among celebrities.

Features the history and work of the most important women in the world of fictional narrative filmmaking--authoritative,
historical, international.
In this ground-breaking and provocative book, Roy Grundmann contends that Andy Warhol's notorious 1964
underground film, Blow Job, serves as rich allegory as well as suggestive metaphor for post-war American society's
relation to homosexuality. Arguing that Blow Job epitomizes the highly complex position of gay invisibility and visibility,
Grundmann uses the film to explore the mechanisms that constructed pre-Stonewall white gay male identity in popular
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culture, high art, science, and ethnography. Grundmann draws on discourses of art history, film theory, queer studies,
and cultural studies to situate Warhol's work at the nexus of Pop art, portrait painting, avant-garde film, and mainstream
cinema. His close textual analysis of the film probes into its ambiguities and the ways in which viewers respond to what is
and what is not on screen. Presenting rarely reproduced Warhol art and previously unpublished Ed Wallowitch
photographs along with now iconic publicity shots of James Dean, Grundmann establishes Blow Job as a consummate
example of Warhol's highly insightful engagement with a broad range of representational codes of gender and sexuality.
Roy Grundmann is Assistant Professor of Film Studies at Boston University and a contributing editor of Cineaste.
Everyone eats, but rarely do we ask why or investigate why we eat what we eat. Why do we love spices, sweets, coffee?
How did rice become such a staple food throughout so much of eastern Asia? Everyone Eats examines the social and
cultural reasons for our food choices and provides an explanation of the nutritional reasons for why humans eat, resulting
in a unique cultural and biological approach to the topic. E. N. Anderson explains the economics of food in the
globalization era, food's relationship to religion, medicine, and ethnicity as well as offers suggestions on how to end
hunger, starvation, and malnutrition. Everyone Eats feeds our need to understand human ecology by explaining the ways
that cultures and political systems structure the edible environment.
The meaning of sex and sexuality becomes increasingly important over the course of human development. This is a
comprehensive guide to current knowledge and expert analysis of sex and sexuality.
In today's world, moral uncertainty is found everywhere. MORALITY USA calls for recognition of the multiplicity of moral
structures that now exist and argues that we need to rethink our concepts of morality. Controversial, comprehensive,
engaging, and timely, MORALITY USA is sure to spark debate and contemplation across political and social spectrums.
23 photos.
While it may be considered taboo, any woman married, single, or otherwise should feel good about her decision to take a
lover. How To Pick a Lover is a groundbreaking book written to help women have meaningful and rewarding love affairs.
How do you choose a lover? There are no time-honored rules, Greek chorus, or yenta to tell you what qualities to look for
or how to avoid potential minefields. Literature is ripe with cautionary tales about bad things that happen to good women
who stoop to the "folly" of taking a lover. And traditionally, a woman´s sexuality has been secondary to that of a man´s.
How To Pick a Lover takes you on a journey of self-discovery, exploring your right to emotional and sexual fulfillment
including the option of having a lover. Many of your attitudes and beliefs about courting and being courted will be
challenged throughout the pages of this book. In return, you will gain insights into the attributes and behaviors of men
positive and negative that you must pay attention to if you are to pick a lover that is right for you.
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Let’s face it; we live in the era of fake news! It’s always existed, but never been quite so prominent. Today it’s an all-outwar between fact and political fiction. The media has been sabotaged by political activism. Gone are the days of
impartiality and objective unbiased reporting, with many sources saying that true journalism is dead. Sensationalism
keeps the cable news channels on air; embellishing the facts ensures entertainment value and viewership 24/7; (first
coined Yellow Journalism). Citizen journalism now means that EVERYONE HAS A CAMERA and Robojournalism is the
new necessity, to help keep up with demand. My wife and I have co-written this book, which is a compilation of research
that we put together for a series of teachings on spiritual portals and gateways, with media being the most prominent.
The declaration that a work of art is “about sex” is often announced to the public as a scandal after which there is
nothing else to say about the work or the artist-controversy concludes a conversation when instead it should begin a new
one. Moving beyond debates about pornography and censorship, Jennifer Doyle shows us that sex in art is as diverse as
sex in everyday life: exciting, ordinary, emotional, traumatic, embarrassing, funny, even profoundly boring. Sex Objects
examines the reception and frequent misunderstanding of highly sexualized images, words, and performances. In
chapters on the “boring parts” of Moby-Dick, the scandals that dogged the painter Thomas Eakins, the role of women in
Andy Warhol's Factory films, “bad sex” and Tracey Emin's crudely evocative line drawings, and L.A. artist Vaginal
Davis's pornographic parodies of Vanessa Beecroft's performances, Sex Objects challenges simplistic readings of
sexualized art and instead investigates what such works can tell us about the nature of desire. In Sex Objects, Doyle
offers a creative and original exploration of how and where art and sex connect, arguing that to proclaim a piece of art
“about sex” reveals surprisingly little about the work, the artist, or the spectator. Deftly interweaving anecdotal and
personal writing with critical, feminist, and queer theory, she reimagines the relationship between sex and art in order to
better understand how the two meet-and why it matters. Jennifer Doyle is associate professor of English at the University
of California, Riverside. She is coeditor, with Jonathan Flatley and Jos Esteban Muoz, of Pop Out: Queer Warhol.
Here you will find over 400 Polaroids by Andy Warhol of street hustlers and call boys engaging in sexual acts and posing as drag queens.
The pictures inspired paintings known as the Torso Series but, as Bob Colacello recounts, were known around the office as the Cocks,
Cunts, and Assholes Series.
Although we know him best as a visual artist and filmmaker, Andy Warhol was also a publisher. Distributing his own books and magazines,
as well as contributing to those of others, Warhol found publishing to be one of his greatest pleasures, largely because of its cooperative and
social nature. Journeying from the 1950s, when Warhol was starting to make his way through the New York advertising world, through the
height of his career in the 1960s, to the last years of his life in the 1980s, Andy Warhol, Publisher unearths fresh archival material that reveals
Warhol’s publications as complex projects involving a tantalizing cast of collaborators, shifting technologies, and a wide array of fervent
readers. Lucy Mulroney shows that whether Warhol was creating children’s books, his infamous “boy book” for gay readers, writing works
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for established houses like Grove Press and Random House, helping found Interview magazine, or compiling a compendium of photography
that he worked on to his death, he readily used the elements of publishing to further and disseminate his art. Warhol not only highlighted the
impressive variety in our printed culture but also demonstrated how publishing can cement an artistic legacy.
Classic radical feminist statement from the woman who shot Andy Warhol “Life in this society being, at best, an utter bore and no aspect of
society being at all relevant to women, there remains to civic-minded, responsible, thrill-seeking females only to overthrow the government,
eliminate the money system, institute complete automation and destroy the male sex.” Outrageous and violent, SCUM Manifesto was widely
lambasted when it first appeared in 1968. Valerie Solanas, the woman who shot Andy Warhol, self-published the book just before she
became a notorious household name and was confined to a mental institution. But for all its vitriol, it is impossible to dismiss as the mere
rantings of a lesbian lunatic. In fact, the work has proved prescient, not only as a radical feminist analysis light years ahead of its
time—predicting artificial insemination, ATMs, a feminist uprising against underrepresentation in the arts—but also as a stunning testament to
the rage of an abused and destitute woman. In this edition, philosopher Avital Ronell’s introduction reconsiders the evocative exuberance of
this infamous text.
The archive has assumed a new significance in the history of sex, and this book visits a series of such archives, including the Kinsey
Institute’s erotic art; gay masturbatory journals in the New York Public Library; the private archive of an amateur pornographer; and one
man’s lifetime photographic dossier on Baltimore hustlers. Shedding new light on American sexual history, the topics covered are both
fascinating and wide-ranging: the art history of homoeroticism; casual sex before hooking-up; transgender; New York queer sex;
masturbation; pornography; sex in the city. This book will appeal to a wide readership: those interested in American studies, sexuality studies,
contemporary history, the history of sex, psychology, anthropology, sociology, gender studies, queer studies, trans studies, pornography
studies, visual studies, museum studies, and media studies.
Scholarly considerations of Andy Warhol abound, including very fine catalogues raisonné, notable biographies, and essays in various
exhibition catalogues and anthologies. But nowhere is there an in-depth scholarly examination of Warhol’s oeuvre as a whole—until now.
Jonathan Flatley’s Like Andy Warhol is a revelatory look at the artist’s likeness-producing practices, not only reflected in his famous
Campbell’s soup cans and Marilyn Monroe silkscreens but across Warhol’s whole range of interests including movies, drag queens,
boredom, and his sprawling collections. Flatley shows us that Warhol’s art is an illustration of the artist’s own talent for “liking.” He argues
that there is in Warhol’s productions a utopian impulse, an attempt to imagine new, queer forms of emotional attachment and affiliation, and
to transform the world into a place where these forms find a new home. Like Andy Warhol is not just the best full-length critical study of
Warhol in print, it is also an instant classic of queer theory.
Timeboxes or Time Capsules are cardboard boxes, all identical in size, in which Andy Warhol, over the years, literally stuffed anything that he
laid his hands on - apparently not needing what was contained inside these boxes, he did seem to want to save
"I'm fascinated by boys who spend their lives trying to be complete girls." Andy Warhol's witty, stylish and sensual drawings elevate the
ordinary to the extraordinary. Some 240 illustrations, photographs and paintings of men are collected together for the first time in this latest in
the Andy Warhol line.
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